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1o In Table I, we give the conductor of all the elliptic curves
defined over Q, the rational number field, with complex multiplication
with the ]-invariants in Q. In Table II, we give all the elliptic curves
defined over Q of prime conductor N=<101, up to isogeny, under Well’s
conjecture for F0(N).
2. Let E be an elliptic curve over Q with complex multiplication.
Then End (E)(R)Q--K must be an imaginary quadratic field and End (E)
is a subring of R, the ring of integers of K, with finite index. Such
a subring is of the form Rr--Z/ fR, where Z is the ring of rational
integers and f is the conductor of Rr. Then End (E) has the class
number one and there are 13 such Rr’s. Hence there are 13 corresponding elliptic curves and the ]-invariants of these curves are wellknown ([1]), so we can write explicitly their Weierstrass (not always
minimal) models. The conductor of these 13 curves can be calculated
as Table I below. As is well-known, the reduction at a prime (#2, 3)
dividing the conductor N of an elliptic curve with complex multiplication is an additive type, that is to say, ord N=2 if p2, 3, therefore
it is sufficient to treat the 2 and 3-2actors of N in order to calculate N
explicitly. Hence in the last column in Table I, we give only the
number 2 3% where N---I-[ P.
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Table I

Curve

-7

K

model

T
1

A
26D 8,
128
(D: fourth power free)
2
3

T
T

2,3-factors of N
2
if D=3 or D/4=l
26 if D=I or D/4=3
if 2lID or 28 D
2
2

z/=29D% =208
Q [/33]

y2+x8+D=O
z/=-2438D 2,
(D sixth power free)

223

243

if i) D" cubic,
ii) D=8 and iii)
or 38lID
if i) D" cubic,
ii) D=I and iii)85D
or 38lID

No. 2]
Curve
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K

93

2,8-fact0rs 0 N

model

2632 if i) D: cubic,
ii) 2all D and iii)3){D
228

or 8811D
if i) D" non-cubic,
ii) D=8 or D/4=8

28

if i) D" non-cubic,

and iii)3){D or

.

3811D

ii) D 1, D/4 1 or
D/16=1 and iii) 85D
or 3811D
2688 if i) D" non-cubic,
ii) 2 D, 28 D or
25 D and iii) 8){ D or

3811D
2235 if i) D=8 or D/4=8
and ii) 3liD, 3211 0,
34 D or 35 D
2435 if i) D=1, D/4=1 or
D/16=1 and ii) 3110,
3211D, 3411D or 3511D
2635 if i) 2 D, 2811D or
2511D and ii) 3110,
3’II D, 3allD or 35110
88 if i) D: non-cubic,
ii) D/16=8 and
iii) 8 D or 88 I1D
35 if i) D/16=8 and
ii) 3lID, 3211 D, 3a[ID
or 35 I1D

y2 + x

+ 21D x

+16.7Dx=0
z1=-2178D6, :/= .-158
Q [/-]

y+xa-2833D2x

2
26

1
263

_2.7.11.D=0

zi=-2636118D 6,

Q [/]

Q [/-43]

Q [/67]

_

=-25

y2+xa-2819D,x
+ 2.192D8 0
z1=--2619D 6, :/=-21538
y2 xs_ 25 43D2x
+ 2.3.7.432D= 0
zI=-2643D 6, :=-2s35
y" + xa- 285 11.67Dx
+ 2.7.31.67D8 0
zl= 2667aD 6,
:/= -25385811

26
3
1
26

1

if D=1
if D=2
if D-3

if either 2){D, 3){D
or D/2_-- 1, 3){ D
if either 2){ D, 3 1D
or D/6=-3
if 8){D and D/2=3
if D/6=1
if 2){D or D/2=1
if D/2=_8

1

if 2){D or D/2=1
if D/2_8

1

if 2){D or D/2=1
if D/2=_8

26

26
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model
y2 + xs_ 245 23.29.163D2x

+2.7.11.19.127
1632D8=0
A= 261638D 6,
]= --2s385823829
y2 + x +6Dx + Dx=O
1 2D 6, ] 668
y + x + 6Dx:-3Dx=O
zl=2S38D ]=24358

10

,
,

11

-

y + xs--42D x 7Dx

12

,=2.:’.78D

23 if D =3
2432 if D 1
2632 if D =2
0

]=385s178

24
26
1

y2+xs-288.SDx
+ 2.11.23D8= 0
zl=--263tD6, ]=-23.58

13

2,3-factors of N
26
if 2D or D/2--1
1 if D/2=_3

if D=I
if D=2
if D=3

2438 if D/2=l
263 if 2 XD
88 if D/2=3

Remarks. All congruences are read by modulo 4. A and ] stand
for the discriminant and ]-invariant of E respectively and D is a
square free integer (except Curve 1 and 3). The type of the additive
reductions can be computed (troublesomely in some cases) by transforming the model, if necessary, to one of the Nron’s standard forms
[4, pp. 144-5]; consequently, the 2 and 3-factors of N are listed easily.
In Curves except Curve 3, 5, 11 and 13, needless to say, the 3-factors
of N are 3 if 3[D. We have, in particular, N 2 2 2 s, 3 3 7 11
19 43 67 and 163 as the prime-power conductor, moreover, all the
elliptic curves of N:2 2 2 s, 3 3 and 7 are in Table I (cf. [5], [2]).
3. We list all the elliptic curves of prime conductor N=p<=101,
up to isogeny, in Table II below under Weil’s conjecture, that is, any
elliptic curve is parametrized by modular forms for
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Table II
minimal model

37
43
53
61
67
73
79
83
89

y2--4xy + Y + xS=O
y + y + x8- x 0
ys + xy + y + x8+ x2+ x=O
y + xy + y + x 8- 8x + 2x 0
y + y + x + 5x-4x + l =O

y+xy+xS+x--x=O
y+xy+y+xa--x:-x=O

y + 3xy--y + x + x2=0

y+xy +y + xS-- x:= 0

y + xy + x
101

y8 + y + x

x

+ 2x

x 0
0

37
37
--43
--53
--61
--67
73
79
--83
--89
89
101

No. 2]

Conductor of Elliptic Curves

F0(N)

95

((: db) e SL.(Z) c--0(modN)).

From Wada’s Table [6] of the characteristic polynomials of Hecke
operators, we obtain N’s such that no elliptic curve has small prime
conductor N under above conjecture. Since the curves of prime conductor N such that the Jacobian variety with respect to F0(N) has
dimension one, i.e. N--ll, 17, 19 are well known, we may restrict to
N’s of dimension ;> 2.
in the last column means that the curve has a raRemarks.
tional point of finite order, so their isogenous curves may be, easily
found (cf. [3], [2]). On the other hand, for many curves of small prime
conductor, Setzer in his thesis has shown the truth o Weil’s conjecture. Details in this section will appear elsewhere.
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